
Agder and Normet Agree on Service Partnership for Norway
Espoo & Kristiansand, September 4th 2020, Normet and Agder have signed an agreement making Agder as a service
provider for Normet services in Norwegian market. Agder will be responsible for providing on-site and field service for customers
and doing repairs and maintenance of Normet fleet in Norway. Agder will also maintain a stock of spare parts to ensure a high-
quality customer service. 

The agreement is effective from September 1st. The agreement enhances co-operation between Agder and Normet 

“Agder has a wide coverage with customers and plenty of fleet with Norwegian tunnel builders. I believe the wide site presence
and professional workforce are a strong foundation to ensure Normet fleet is well maintained and productive for our customers”,
says Riku Helander, Senior Vice President, Head of Services Business Line, Normet. 

“Co-operating with Normet has been ongoing for two years, and we are really satisfied. We think the Norwegian marked will create
a big opportunity for both parties. Normet is a very professional and responsible partner, and with Normet and Agder together, we
think the customers will be very happy”, says Kjell Vidar Hamre, CEO Agder Tunnelservice. 

For more information, please contact 

Riku Helander 
Senior Vice President, Services, Normet
riku.helander@normet.com
Tel: +358 50483 6001 

Kjell Vidar Hamre 
CEO, Agder Tunnelservice AS 
kvh@agder-gruppen.no 
Tel: +47971 80 525 

Normet is an innovative, fast growing technology company. We are underground experts driven by continuous improvement
and care for environment. We offer complete technical solutions increasing our customers’ profitability through improved safety,
cost savings and shortened process cycle. Normet has a broad offering for underground mining and tunnelling: equipment,
construction chemicals, rock reinforcement products and services. Normet currently employs over 1400 business professionals
and the net sales in 2019 was over 340 million Euro. Normet is a Finnish company operating globally with over 50 locations in
30 countries. For more information, visit www.normet.com. 

About Agder 

Agder Group is a total supplier of new and used machinery, parts and equipment for construction and tunneling business.
Agder provide world class service and our 60 employees work hard every day to support and keep our customers happy. Agder
Group have a yearly revenue of 500 Million Nok, and we have suppliers and customers worldwide. 


